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The CSL cornfield model of an Automatic Air Traffic In­
formation and Control System-** will employ video mappers to 
censor the video fed to the bandwidth compressor and data re­
lay link* The desirability of this function has been pointed 
out in-*-* 2*3* the intent being to prevent rain and turbulence, 
ground and sea clutter, jamming, or highly redundant target 
information from saturating the automatic data handling system* 
These considerations dictate that the operation be performed 
near each radar receiver originating the data, whereby it re­
lieves the data link of useless traffic but allows the choice 
of censoring either before or after the video is compressed*
It is desirable to carry out the censoring operation 
upon raw video rather than compressed data because
1. the operators accurate discrimination between 
noise and wanted signals is facilitated*
2* the Manual Tracker, an associated facility one of 
whose tasks is to track wanted targets through 
areas rejected by the Video Censor, would surely 
operate best on broadband video* The principal 
input to the Manual Tracker, nomal video plus 
rejected video outline, is conveniently derived 
from the Video Censor*
The design criteria followed were (i) reliability,
(ii) simplicity and economy and (iii) ease of maintenance* 
While (i) is paramount, it happens that considerations
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involving criterion (i) in our case lead to realization of 
(ii) and (iii)♦ Because the function of the machine is not 
to reproduce detailed maps, highest resolution is not neces­
sary and a relaxation of this one standard greatly facili­
tates realization of all three criteria* True video 
m a p p e r s ^ * h a v e  not enjoyed this advantage*
The apparatus consists of
(1 ) a scanning CR tube in PPI,
(2) a painted map on the CR tube safety glass,
(3 ) a photomultiplier and shaping amplifier,
(4) a discriminator and gate signal generator,
(5) jb. coincidence circuit or video gate,
and (6) an auxilliary circuit containing a differ­
entiator, scaler (scale of 1/2), and mixer* 
Scanning CR Tube in PPI
Because of the desire to avoid degradation of the un­
suppressed video in the censorship operation, the video does 
not pass through the CR tube and phototube* Instead,.the CR 
tube is operated as a flying spot scanner with its deflec­
tion synchronized as a PPI but displaying only a constant 
intensity spot*
To prepare a censorship map, the operator temporarily 
displays video on his scanning CR tube and paints out, with a 
lacquer, on a transparent surface just above the tube face, 
those areas of the PPI presentation from which radar returns 
are to be discarded* When this is done he switches back to
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flying spot scanning; automatic censorship takes place while 
the operator turns his attention to a second similar unit*
It is proposed that two identical video censors be 
packaged together to constitute one station. Simple mechan­
ical and electrical coupling makes their alternate functions 
mutually exclusive. While one is acting as video censor, the 
other is displaying video and having its map brought up to 
date by the operator. Placing the phototube ligjht shield into 
position over a new map places the new map into censorship 
operation, lifts the hood on the alternate machine, and en­
ables re-touching of the old map at leisure. For this latter 
purpose, raw video, censored video, or raw video with out­
lines of rejected areas are available to the operator at his 
discretion.
It Is proposed to use seven inch, instead of twelve inch, 
indicators in the censoring console to save space and power 
and to improve the map painting operation. Experiments in 
mapping with a twelve inch PPI indicate that a nominal seven 
inch diameter would make quick, careful painting with a small 
artist1s brush easier than on the larger scope where rejected 
areas are correspondingly larger. However, the parallax 
error will not be reduced appreciably for the same spacing 
and aperture of the photomultiplier tube unless flat safety 
glass shields are employed. In any case it is preferable 
to use a curved safety shield* because it gives the lowest
*See Appendix I.
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parallax errors for any size tube, the relative error remain­
ing nearly constant between tube sizes«
Type P-7 phosphor was chosen because its two-color 
presentation makes possible the use of transparent colored 
maps enabling the operator to see under the map while the 
photomultiplier cannot* Its blue component has fairly rapid 
decay and is spectrally distributed close to the maximum 
phototube sensitivity spectrum* Tubes with this phosphor 
are so common as to likely be found in any installation's 
maintenance stock*
It is not to be understood that the P-7 phosphor approxi­
mates the ideal; as a matter of fact it should be considered 
as meeting only the minimum requirements. Its rise and decay 
characteristics can be quite closely compensated by R-C net­
works but the graininess of the deposited coating prevents 
our quite achieving this goal* A better choice of phosphor 
would be one with similar graininess but much faster decay 
(2 to 5>/*secs. fop $0% decay) or one with a similar decay 
characteristic but with a deposited grain size of l/lj. to 
l/lO of the usual P-7 coatings.
The Painted Map
A colored, transparent lacquer is applied by the opera­
tor with a small, round, pointed, sable brush over the areas 
on the PPI from which video is to be rejected. The lacquer 
dries rapidly and, when dry, is peelable for quick and easy 
removal* The color is carefully chosen to filter out nearly
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all of the blue light from the phosphor while still trans­
itmitting a large fraction of the persistent orange-yellow. 
Photomultiplier and Shaping Amplifieri
The photomultiplier is a 931-A, proved as a good choice 
in previous video mapping e x p e r i m e n t s ^ * I t s  d.c* power 
supply is regulated at close to -8£0 volts* !Rie light aper­
ture on thè phototube housing is filtered with a Wratten #1|_7B 
to admit only the P7 blue light* Signals are taken from the 
plate (dynode 10) where they are negative in polarity*
For sharp and detailed mapping, one desires a square♦ i
output signal with infinitesimal rise time, and a clean top 
portion, free from grain noise* But in a flying spot scan­
ner the persistence of the phosphor, the finite diameter of 
the spot, and the phosphor graininess guarantee a non-ideal 
signal shape** Moreover, the radial sweep of a PPI- 
presentation wears out the central area of the phosphor coat­
ing causing spot brightness to become an irregular function 
of range** .1
All the above factors combine to give a complex and 
somewhat unpredictable wave shape to map signals taken from 
the phototube* It does happen that the effect of phosphor 
persistence dominates and the edges of a map signal are still 
approximately exponential* Advantage is taken of this fact 
in the phototube amplifier# After passing through a cathode
follower# the map signals are inverted and are somewhat______
#see Appendix II *see Appendix III
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squared up by the use of a lightly by-passed cathode* This 
speed-up operation exaggerates noise appearing on the tops 
of the output signals from that stage* Some of this noisy 
top is chewed away by grid conduction in the following stage; 
this occurs for signals of all amplitude* Signals in the 
ideal range of amplitude are sufficiently large to have the 
remaining noise clipped away by driving the following ampli­
fier to below cut-off* Input phototube signals anywhere in 
the useful range of amplitude of 13 volts produce a
uniform output signal of 155 volts with only a very small 
(1*0— 1.5/zsecs*) shift in the location of the leading and 
trailing signal edges. These signals could be used as 
gating pulses but it is preferred to use them for trigger­
ing a Schmitt circuit to remove any noise from signals of 
marginal amplitude.
Discriminator and Gate Signal Generator
The variations in peak light signal due to phosphor 
variability caused by wear, and the variations in map opacity 
for the masking material, make it desirable to introduce a 
discriminator with both upper and lower thresholds for gating 
the video information.
The inherent hysteresis of a Schmitt trigger circuit 
provides these thresholds while the circuit also acts as a 
gate signal generator producing a well-shaped gating pulse of
constant amplitude* Its d.c. sensitivity provides a desir-
♦able design flexibility In permitting either critical bias
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adjustment for minimum time delay near one threshold, or 
direct coupled input for improved low frequency response and 
greater stability in firing time delays*
The Schmitt circuit designed for this application is 
particularly economical of space and current, yet possesses 
an adequately fast rise time for the job It must do* Any 
other reasonable design would be satisfactory so long as the 
output signal rises to 90$ in about one microsecond* The 
final rounding of the waveform corner should not be impor­
tant on either the leading or trailing edge*
The leading or positive-going edge of the Schmitt output 
waveform corresponds to the beginning of video un-blanking 
or un-masked area on the scanning CRT* As soon as the am­
plified phototube waveform rises above Schmitt firing 
threshold, the Schmitt output voltage rapidly begins rising* 
There is no time delay between the rise of this gating wave­
form and the rise of gated video from the video censor or 
gating stage* Gated (censored) video, whenever a video pulse 
occurs, is permitted to rise approximately to the instanta­
neous amplitude of the Schmitt gating signal*
Appendix IV discusses in detail the effect of Schmitt 
rise time, and discusses the source and effect of other time 
delays in the circuit* It demonstrates that the important 
delay is between the initiation of a phototube signal and 
the corresponding or resulting gate signal obtained from the 
Schmitt circuit, being not less than four microseconds*
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Schmitt rise time is relatively unimportant*
Video Gate
A coincidence circuit is employed as the device which 
ultimately passes or blocks passage of the radar video; no 
video is actually passed through the video mapping or cen­
soring CR tube* It may be displayed there for construction 
of the map but, after that is completed, the tube is oper­
ated as a flying spot scanner from which only gating sig­
nals are picked off by a photomultiplier*
Raw video is brought directly from an amplifier to one 
grid of the 12AU7 coincidence gate; gating pulses from the 
Schmitt are brought to the other grid* In the absence of 
gating pulses, video can pass through the coincidence cir­
cuit only with severe attenuation* On the other hand, the 
simultaneous presence of a gating signal of equal or greater 
amplitude allows passage of the video with little attenua­
tion*
The rejection ratio depends upon the absolute amplitude 
of video and gating signals fed to the coincidence circuit 
because the attenuated or rejected video, which is the un­
wanted signal out, tends to remain constant* For input sig­
nals of about 65 volts the squelch ratio is about 30:1, 
dropping to about 16:1 for 30 volt input* It is important 
that the passed or censored video output appears upon a small 
pedestal whose amplitude is closely related to that of the 
squelched video* Thus, no matter what the relative ampli-
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tudes of rejected vs. censored signals, any discriminating 
level occuring later in the system can be used to com­
pletely separate the wanted from the un-wanted video, and 
the eventual squelch ratio becomes infinite.
Appendix V shows censored video waveforms from the 
Video Gate, and for comparison, the gate signal which con­
trolled them. In this operation the time delay is too small 
to consider*
Rejected Video Outline Circuit
A facility associated with the Video Censor is a station 
operated by another man with special equipment called a 
Manual Tracker. While the censor is rejecting or withholding 
certain video information from the automatic data handling 
system it may still be possible and desirable to manually 
track certain targets through rejected clutter areas. Track 
coordinates may be manually inserted from time to time into 
the automatic system*
To facilitate this task a bright outline of areas re­
jected by the censor can be furnished on the PPI display of 
the manual tracker. This Rejected Video Outline is obtained 
by differentiating the Schmitt gating signals, inverting 
every other pulse to positive in a scaler (scale of l/2), 
and mixing these with uncensored radar video.
An additional use for rejected video outline is, as 
suggested earlier in this report, in the preperation of a 
new censorship map. While the alternate censor is operating
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as a censoring scanner, its partner is having its map re­
touched. It is particularly convenient to the operator per­
forming the re-touching task to be able to simultaneously 
monitor the operation of the other machine. From a mixed 
display of uncensored video plus rejected video outline the 
current trend of clutter areas is evident. The operator may, 
at his discretion, display this mixture or censored video 
(raw video with censored areas removed) or raw video.
i
Design Criteria
The circuits of two previous video mappers or picture
cr ftgenerators^* were examined for possible use in the present 
device. Both were found to be highly sensitive to adjustment, 
requiring critical settings of such interdependent things as 
trace brilliance and clipping levels. Both were intended for 
use where high resolution demanded minimum rise times, and 
their complexity and sensitivity may be justified on this 
basis.
The Espey Manufacturing Company Report on Electronic 
Map Matching*^ was obtained by this laboratory after our own 
designs had been completed© They, too, found the MIT 
Radiation Laboratory video mapping circuit unstable and in 
need of critical adjustment— particularly sensitive to varia­
tions in trace brilliance. They advise use of simpler cir­
cuits, perhaps as basic as a photomultiplier, one or two 
stages of amplification and a coincidence circuit.
The designs employed in the CSL device were based on a
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desire for reliability, simplicity and economy, and ease of 
maintenance* Several adjustments are provided to optimize 
performance but neither these nor any fixed design values 
are critically sensitive in determining whether the machine 
will operate*
For photo-signals of adequate size the final photo­
amplifier is driven between cut-off and grid conduction 
giving a uniform 155 volt output signal to fire the Schmitt* 
Scanning CRT trace brilliance should be adjusted so that the 
fixed clipping levels, determined by tube cut-off character­
istics, operate to just remove all the scintillation noise 
from the tops of the photo-signal* If the Scanning CRT 
phosphor response is uniform, the proper operating value 
of trace brilliance is any that will give an input photo- 
signal (from the photomultiplier cathode follower) of be­
tween 3*ij. and 13*0 volts peak amplitude*
Schmitt bias may be anywhere within about forty volts 
below the lower threshold, twenty volts below being a good 
recommended value. When bias is set above the upper thresh­
old but below grid conduction, the discriminator still 
operates perfectly well, d*c.-restoring the peaks of the 
large input signals on its conducting grid, but the output 
signal neon will not go out when the circuit is quiescent in 
the dark*
Schmitt output signal amplitude is determined by the 
second plate load which may be any value between $K and 20K
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ohms, and possibly beyond« The smaller values are preferred, 
a value of 8«2K being employed in the present circuit« The 
signal is peaked with a series choke which may be somewhat 
overdone without harm©
The video amplifier gain is adjusted to give a video 
amplitude of ten or twenty percent less than the gating sig­
nal into the coincidence gate« With 8.2K as Schmitt load, 
the gating signal is about 38 volts peak amplitude« The 
video supplied to the coincidence circuit is set at about 32 
volts, and the censored video comes out at about 28 volts 
peak«
Other gain adjustments provided in the circuit are for 
obtaining an overall gain of exactly one for video passed 
through the circuit for censorship«
In some parts of the circuit, notably the video ampli­
fier, pentodes would be somewhat better choices from one point 
of view, but it was felt that, since triodes were adequate 
for the bandwidths to be handled, a certain advantage lay in 
minimizing the number of tube types« If the writer were to 
do it again he would design for 12AT7 throughout©
One optional addition, made to greatly increase reliabil­
ity and ease of maintenance, represents a substantial increase 
in circuitry over the primitively simple basic circuit« A 
small oscilloscope was built into the chassis for monitoring 
various points in the circuit« These points are chosen with 
a six position switch which adjusts the gain of the
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oscilloscope vertical amplifier to suit the input signal 
chosen# The sixth position is to a free test lead and 
affords variable gain over a reasonable range# Heath Company 
three inch oscilloscope kits were convenient for this appli­
cation, the kit form providing desirable flexibility in in­
stallation and packaging#
A neon signal lamp furnishes some indication of the 
Schmitt operation and is useful in setting Schmitt bias.
Its failure to light might be considered as an alarm for 
sub-minimal scanning CRT trace brilliance during operations.
A second neon could be installed with a single tube amplifier 
driven from the phototube cathode follower and adjusted to 
act as an upper limit warning for trace brilliance, but the 
best criterion is the triggering waveform as viewed on the 
built-in monitor oscilloscope#
Performance
Operational tests have been performed using a single 
scanning unit. Without the benefit of the projected dual 
unit, continuous, up-to-date mapping or censoring of a mov­
ing clutter area cannot be performed# However, observations 
made with the single unit indicate that this will be easily 
possible. There is one situation where some sacrifice must 
be made to make up-to-date censoring easy. While masses of 
disturbed air such as line squalls are well-defined and 
travel at low speeds and are, therefore, easy to censor 
closely, the propagation of rainfall in an area of potential
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local storms may take place at suprisingly high speeds. En­
tire areas of probable local showers must be censored out if 
it is desired to guarantee a very low probability of the en­
trance of clutter into the automatic data handling system. 
This, of course, rejects much temporarily clear data and may 
place an undesirable load upon the manual tracking facility. 
However, up to the point where this load threatens to satur­
ate his tracking ability, the recovery of wanted but re­
jected data is in no great jeopardy.
Appendix VI contains photographic data of operational
tests o
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Appendix I
Comparison of maximum parallax errors expected for: 
twelve inch indicator with flat safety shield, 
twelve inch indicator with curved safety shield, 
seven inch indicator with flat safety shield, 
seven inch indicator with curved safety shield.
(over)
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TYPICAL DIMENSIONS FOR PARALLAX ESTIMATION 
FOR A TWELVE INCH INDICATOR
S'= Max. parallax error with flat safety glass 
Sl>s Max. parallax error with curved safety glass 
S + S '«4 .7"M ax
With flat shield, Tan ^ s ¡9 2 s n s
1.18(4.7) pq 
S " 19.2
.29000)
4.7 *6.2%
With curved shield,same minimum spacing
4,7 c"
r m 8 m \ s * m h
19.2
& -15000? , 3  2o/0 
4.7
Note* ^  means" Corresponds to"
FIGURE I.
CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL
TYPICAL DIMENSIONS FOR PARALLAX ESTIMATION 
FOR A SEVEN INCH INDICATOR
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S + S ‘«  3" Max
With fla t shield, Ton «
S. = ^ ii|lsj3
*J30°0).4.3%
With curved shield, S'*= = .10
18.8
*3* J01lp0 } s 3 ,3 o/o
FIGURE 2.
CONFIDENTIAL
0>01
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Appendix II
Masking Liquid
The spectral energy emission characteristic for the P-7 
phosphor is given in Radiation Laboratory Series, Volume 22,
Sec. 18.9, by W. B. Nottingham, and may also be found in the 
RCA Tube Handbook, Vol. 1-2. These two sources do not agree 
on the exact shapes of the curves when the units of measure­
ment are adjusted to make them agree at one point (peak 
amplitude) on the blue curve and at one point on the yellow 
curve. Since the RCA curve sums the response from the blue 
and yellow layers in the wavelength region where they overlap, 
while the Nottingham plot shows the detailed relative response 
from blue and yellow independently, the latter was chosen as 
an experimental reference. Two simple conversions were applied 
to its ordinate units.
Assuming that the relative peak amplitudes as published 
by RCA are correct, the ratio of these was applied as a 
weighting factor to the Nottingham curves to give the graph 
in figure (3 ).
The sensitivity distribution called the S-l$. response, 
figure (I4.), applicable to the 931-A photomultiplier, favors 
the blue. Figure (5>) shows this weighting effect upon the 
emission curves for the P-7 phosphor luminesence.
Inspection of the weighted phosphor characteristic reveals 
that a filtering dye with a 5>200A° cutoff will completely remove 
the blue component while transmitting a large fraction of the 
yellow.
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In the absence of a professional spectrophotometer it
was still possible to compare various dyes for use in the 
masking lacquer. A simple filter photometer was constructed 
using a 6-Watt incandescent lamp, a photomultiplier with 
power supply, and a vacuum tube voltmeter connected directly 
to the photomultiplier load resistor. The lamp was operated 
at a regulated 119 volts by running in series with a VR-tube 
paralleled by a suitable resistor, the *tfiole array powered 
from an ordinary regulated B+ supply, and drawing only 53 m8-*
No adjustment of the light source brightness was made 
since this would drastically change its spectral characteristics. 
The photomultiplier voltage was adjusted to provide a suitable 
voltmeter reading for 100$ transmission, care being taken not 
to exceed the 2$0 microampere anode current recommended as the 
limit for maximum stability of a 931~A. photomultiplier.
The light source was filtered through a Wratten gelatin 
filter selected for the waveband of interest, and percent 
transmission for the waveband was measured for each of several 
dye solutions • The Wratten #1|-7B and #6l gelatin filters are 
conveniently suited to our photometry because they do a satis­
factory job of separating the blue and yellow P—7 characteristics
as shown below*
A few representative dyes measured by the home-made filter 
photometer gave results shown in the table below.
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# 4 7 B - WRATTEN FILTER This filter almost exactly
# 6 1 -WRATTEN FILTER This filter almost
FIGURE 6.
RELATIVE TRANSMISSION OF DYE SOLUTIONS
Dye solutions 6 x 10~3 gms/liter in methyl cellosolve 
References methyl cellosolve blank in matched container
% Transmission
DYE Blue
(Wratten #Ij-7B)
Yellow & Green 
(Wratten #6l)
duPont Oil Yellow N 24.2 9Î.7
Grasol Orange G 21.7 81.3
National Chrysoidine SS 30,0 95.5
National Oil Orange 38 .7 72
duPont Oil Orange 38.7 71
Sudan Orange RA NEW 38.5 69.5
Luxol Fast Orange GS L5.7 93
Sudan Red GGA 52.2 5L.5
2 parts Nat*l Iosol Yellow and
88.31 part Oil Orange 56.2
Iosol Yellow 73.2 98.5
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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The relative spectral energy with suitable filters in the 
blue and yellow P-7 wavebands as integrated by a 931-A was also 
measured with the photometer* giving a ratio of JlSw =
According to the absorption measurements, Grasol Orange G 
is the most efficient for absorbing the P-7 blue while trans­
mitting the P-7 yellow© Unfortunately this dye is not highly 
soluble in the most desirable lacquers and is a Swiss product 
not currently being imported© The dye we chose is duPont Oil 
Yellow No Its absorption distribution is by no means tailored 
like that of an ideal sharp cut-off filter, but its absorbing 
efficiency in the blue band, weight for weight, is so much 
higher than other dyes tested that it is currently the best 
choice for a densely colored orange lacquer*
Figure (7a) shows the spectral characteristics of duPont 
Oil Yellow N while figure (7b) shows a nearly ideal distribution 
obtained from the mixture of 2 parts Iosol Yellow and 1 part 
Oil Orange© Yet the latter cannot compete with the Oil Yellow N 
because Oil Yellow N has a much higher peak absorption within 
the blue waveband and, consequently, a much higher absorption 
integrated over the waveband of Interest (3900^-5200^)* It is 
expected that this performance could be still further improved 
by addition of a supplementary dye, generously soluble in vinyl 
films, possessing high absorption somewhere in the band between 
l)500ii and 5000iL
A satisfactory dye-lacquer combination was found only after 
a great deal of empirical testing© Unfortunately, the criteria 
are unusual enough that no commercial product is likely to meet themo
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The coating must be able to dissolve very large quantities of 
duPont Oil Yellow N and still retain the dye in solution after 
the coating has dried into a solid film (no cloudiness or 
crystallization within the film). Although nearly saturated 
with dye, a fact which should considerably alter its normal 
physical characteristics, the coating should be readily peelable 
from polished glass at all times from five minutes to twelve 
hours after application? readily peelable meaning no tools other 
than the fingernail should be needed to start and, once started, 
the peeling should continue with such ease as to make improbable 
any tearing of the film®
Of sixteen peelable lacquers tested, no single one could 
meet these difficult requirements. There are three pairs among 
the sixteen which, when mixed as indicated below, may be con­
sidered satisfactory?
(1) 2 parts (vol.) Prox-Peel 19-H|.0“2F + 1 part duPont 13003
(2) 2 parts Tygofilm TP-21? + 1 part duPont 13003
(3) 2 parts VYHH lacquer + 1 part duPont 13003
VYHH lacquer = l£ gms Bakelite VYHH resin in l\.0 ml* 
methyl isobutyl ketone + ij.0 ml. toluene + JL|_.8 ml.
Flexol D0P plasticizer.
Each of the three mixtures cited above will dissolve, when 
liquid, and retain in solution for 12 hours after drying, about 
70 mgms, of duPont Oil Yellow N per milliliter of lacquer. Each 
will peel readily and cleanly from polished plate glass as 
early as 5 minutes after application by brush, leaving no
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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residue except perhaps at the point of starting, when starting 
is done at an edge«
Addition of duPont 13003 to either Prox-Peel, Tygofilm 
or VYHH reduces the solubility of Oil Yellow by a factor of 
about 0#7 but is necessary to maintain peelability of the 
lacquer when carrying such a heavy load of dye#
For the information of those who may wish to investigate 
further, the following lacquers and their combinations furnished 
the data for the present work#
VYHH, lacquer prepared according to Bakelite Co. suggestion (above).
Prox-Melt 19-239-6, dissolved 1$ gms in 60 ml duPont 31001]. 
thinner.
Prox-Peel 19-lI|.0-2F, Pyroxylin Products, Inc.
Protectafilm B, Polyner Chemical Co. (Not thoroughly tested)
Tygofilm TP-217, the United States Stoneware Co#
Armitage #095305 John L. Armitage Co#.
Stanley [jJX-103, the Stanley Chemical Co.
Coverlac SC-221]., Spraylat Corporation.
duPont 13003, clear stripping lacquer, E. I. duPont de 
Nemours and Co0
Red Head, clear, Servwell Products Co.
Stabond FL-1, American Latex Products Corporation.
Exon XR-71, 35$ in MEK, Firestone Plastics Co.
Roxkote A-260, Roys ton Laboratories, Inc.
V-.293-C clear strip coating, Chamberlain Engineering Corp.
553-i]-5A. clear strippable coating, American Resinous Chemicals Corp.
#0500LGl55 vinyl colution, B. F. Goodrich.
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Appendix III
Phototube Signal Waveform
For censoring purposes, and because of the diffuseness 
and/or movement of clutter and storm cloud boundaries, the 
resolution of a video mapper is not critical«, Nevertheless, 
the direct or amplified phototube signal from a P-7 screen 
does not come close to meeting even a set of relaxed require­
ments .
Effect of Spot Size
Consider a photomultiplier set up to sample the light 
output from a scanning CR tube; the flying spot is just 
moving out Into view from under the edge of an opaque map.
As the spot gradually emerges, a larger and larger segment 
of the bright circular spot becomes visible. The luminescent
segment area visible to the phototube is given by
1TA2- f /----- ---- |yAx'- +
using parameters shown in the figure
- ( 5 ) 1
The variation of A with x approaches linearity as x becomes
smaller. As the spot emerges, the phototube output will in-
O I*crease non-linearly until x ± <=, then linearly until 
x s - 7 * By this time other effects such as decay phenomenarI
enter in such magnitude that the final rounding off becomes 
obscured In the exponential rise. Depending upon their 
location in the path of the moving spot, some phosphor grains
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are continually activated for the length of time it takes
to move a spot diameter; others are activated only by the 
side edges of the spot and begin to decay as soon as the 
spot has emerged half-way* Thus, the best place to see the 
effect of spot diameter is in the rounded toe and first few 
microseconds of linear rise of the signal during movement 
of a half spot diameter, before the decay phenomena begin 
to exert maximum effect*
A typical twelve inch PPI tube has a useful diameter
of about D - 9.1}- inches and may have a spot diameter of
about m «i5o = .06 inches. When sweeping a radius equivalent
to 100 miles in range, a spot moves its own diameter in 
about 15> microseconds. By using low light levels and high 
accelerating voltages a reduction in spot diameter to about 
is possible.
Effect of Luminescence Decay
Let us continue to consider the moving spot as suggested 
above. As a first order approximation neglect the fact that 
not all phosphor grains in the path of the spot are excited 
for the same length of time. When the spot just completely 
emerges from under the opaque mask, the phototube sees one 
spot of maximum brightness. After a time corresponding to 
movement of one spot diameter, the phototube sees one spot 
of maximum brightness and one spot decayed in luminescence.
As the spot moves further it leaves behind an ever increasing 
trail of decaying luminescent grains, the total flux radiated
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by the spot and its trail becoming larger and larger. But 
the increments of increase in flux become smaller and 
smaller as the older parts of the trail decay further and 
further. Plotted in time, the phototube output voltage 
(octotal flux received) traces out to a first approximation 
the inverse of the decay curve for a single phosphor grain 
or a stationary spot. If the build-up of luminescence is 
almost instantaneous (as expected) on a pulsed spot, the 
only significant deviation from inverse symmetry between 
it and a moving spot is that due to the non-infinitesimal 
spot diameter. Decay phenomena play a part in shaping the 
entire trailing edge of a positive map signal., but are 
effective in shaping only the last portions of a leading 
edge.
Effect of Center Burn-Out
When a cathode ray tube is used for some time as a PPI 
the density of wear may be expected to decrease radially 
outward from center. Hence the spot brightness increases 
in the same manner. Unfortunately, this wear may not be 
circularly uniform. The variation in spot brightness in­
creases the demand for reliability of the video censor by 
widening the limits within which it must operate properly.
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Figure (8) shows phototube waveforms for sweeps across 
different portions of one twelve inch CR tube which has 
been in intermittent operation for one year.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
RADIUS SWEEP. POOR
RADIUS SWEEP. FAIR
RADIUS SWEEP. IDEAL
DIAMETER SWEEP. NOTE DROP IN 
BRIGHTNESS AT CENTER.
FIGURE 8. PHOTOTUBE RESPONSES TO FLYING SPOT SWEEPS ACROSS 
FOUR DIFFERENT PATHS ON A USED PPI CRT.
Figure (9) shows the phototube output signal corres­
ponding to a sweep which starts underneath an opaque map 
and subsequently moves out into view. With a spot speed of 
l87^t sec./inch (corresponds to 80 mile sweep, 12w PPI, ij..6w 
effective radius) and a spot diameter of .062 inches, leading 
edge details due to spot diameter occur in the first 11.6 
y u .sec. of rise time.
0 - 0  N F I D E N T I A L
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t Time 
20^sec/div.
FIGURE 9. OSCILLOGRAPHS OF PHOTOTUBE SIGNAL CAUSED 
BY FLYING SPOT SWEEPING FROM UNDER AN 
OPAQUE AREA ON SCANNING C.R.T. NEGATIVE 
SIGNAL HAS BEEN INVERTED FOR PRINTING.
The slow rise in total radiance from a flying spot 
clearing a mask edge, figure (9) 9 may be contrasted with 
the rapid rise in luminescence from a spot which is pulsed 
during an otherwise blank radial sweep, figure (10)o The 
latter is expected, in turn, to have a slower rise time than 
a stationary pulsed spot because of the finite duration of 
a video pulse« During this time some small radial movement, 
perhaps half a spot diameter, will occur and will increase 
the apparent rise time of the phosphor-phototube combination«
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, T im e  
8 6 /is e c /d iv .
Phototube
Signal
Tim e4 ---------------------------------
17/isec/div.
FIGURE 10. OSCILLOGRAPHS OF PHOTOTUBE S IG NAL CAUSED  
BY PULSED (V ID E O ) SPOT IN OTHERW ISE BLANK  
P P I SWEEP.
The slow rise time of the flying spot light signal is 
partly corrected as shown in figure (11) by a simple R-C 
combination in a shaping amplifier. The central vertical 
line in figures (9)a, (9)b, (ll)a and (ll)b corresponds to 
the same zero time reference*
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(o)
4 Time 
100/isec/div.
(b)
Shaped
Phototube
Signal
Shaped
Phototube
Signal
t Time 
20/isec/div.
FIGURE II. OSCILLOGRAPHS OF SHAPED PHOTOTUBE SIGNAL 
OF FIGURE 9.
A more pronounced squaring-up could be done with a 
different R-C compensator, but the resulting peaked signal 
would be too noisy for use as a gating control. In the 
video mapper, two more stages are employed to amplify and 
clip, producing a sharper, cleaner signal seen in figure 
(lL), Appendix IV.
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Appendix IV
The Discriminator Circuit and Its Time Delays
The clipped, amplified photo-signal which is used to 
trigger the Schmitt is clean and a uniform l5f> volts in ampli­
tude over a range of scanning CRT trace or spot brilliance. 
However, since the tops of this signal have been clipped away 
to remove noise caused by scintillation of phosphor grains, 
a time delay exists between initiation of fall of the trailing 
edge of the clipped signal and the beginning of the trailing 
edge of the original unclipped signal.
These amplified, clipped photo-signals might well be 
used directly as gating pulses and could give the least time 
delay in the Initiation of blanking or unblanking. Probably 
the bottom third of this signal would best be clipped away 
to remove the slowest portion of the trailing edge. The 
author prefers to form the gating pulse with a triggered fast 
flop-over device of which the Schmitt is a useful example. 
While this introduces a delay in the initiation of blanking 
or unblanking, once the action starts it can be very rapidly 
concluded. Although the triggering waveform begins its tran­
sition several microseconds before it can rise or fall 
sufficiently to trigger the Schmitt, it is still rising or 
falling several microseconds after the Schmitt has already 
completed its transition. That becomes important in its 
effect upon the video being gated through the following 
stage.
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In the censoring or gating stage, "square” gating pulses 
and normal video are fed in through independent inputs. The 
output is blocks of video. Each block corresponds to a posi­
tive gating pulse which, in turn, corresponds to an uninterrupted 
flight of the scanning spot in the view of the phototube. To 
put it precisely, the censoring stage at every instant limits 
the output video amplitude to a value proportional to the 
instantaneous amplitude of the gating waveform. The leading 
and trailing edges of a block of passed video may thus have 
the same shape as the corresponding edges of the gating pulse.
If the gating pulse has a slow exponential rise, any full ampli­
tude video pulse coming within a very short time after the 
gating pulse begins to rise will not be reported out as full 
amplitude, but will be limited to the amplitude the gating 
pulse had achieved at that instant. Therein lies the only 
reason for wanting a fast Schmitt circuit.
That this reason is not very important can be shown in 
two ways. Suppose a Schmitt output with very slow rise''time, 
say 2/1/Lsecs. for 90$. Suppose further that the maximum ampli­
tude of the Schmitt signals and the video signals into the 
gating stage are equal. Then in 0.6 microseconds the gating 
pulse would have risen to lj.0$ of maximum and any video present 
would be limited also to \\.0% of maximum. Any video smaller 
than \0io of this saturation value will not be limited at all.
Now I}_0$ of maximum is well above the detection threshold 
amplitude, so that even in this very bad hypothetical example,
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the time delay introduced by slow Schmitt rise time is effect­
ively less than 0.6 microsecond. The Schmitt used is twice
as good as that. A second factor diminishes still further
the effect of Schmitt rise time. Recall-that the function of
the censor is to limit the output video to an amplitude approxi­
mating the instantaneous amplitude of the gating waveform.
If the peak amplitude of the gating wave is made, say, 20% 
larger than the maximum video, then when the gating waveform 
has risen to \\.0% of its peak value, the video will be limited 
to, not I4.O%9 but almost %0% of its own peak value. Such 
adjustment, while working to advantage in the unblanking opera­
tion, would tend to slow up the blanking operation occuring 
at the trailing edge of the gating waveform, but this tendency 
is offset by the fact that the passed video sits on a small 
pedestal. The relative size of this pedestal as compared with 
the passed (censored) video can readily be controlled by 
changing the gain of the video amplifier feeding the video 
censor; the pedestal tends to remain constant in absolute 
amplitude while the video is varied at will.
The important and worrisome time delay occurs between 
initiation of a signal at the photomultiplier and the actual 
firing of the Schmitt discriminator. Even after amplifying 
and clipping, the trigger waveform from the photo-amplifier 
into the Schmitt has a rather slow rise or fall time. The 
necessity for clipping introduces a time delay in the falling 
edge so that even if the Schmitt could be biased to turn off
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as soon as its input begins to fall, there would remain the 
time delay corresponding to that portion of the triggering 
waveform that has been clipped away; so it is difficult or 
impossible to achieve a time delay for blanking any shorter 
than four microseconds without introducing an intolerable 
amount of noise. A delay of fyt*jsecs. has the effect of shift­
ing the apparent position of the painted censoring mask less 
than one-half a nautical mile outward in range and amounts 
to 0.02$ inches on an 80 mile PPI display or 0.01$ inches on 
a 130 mile display. This is about 3/lj. of a spot diameter or 
l/2  a spot diameter respectively, assuming a minimum spot 
diameter for nominal twelve inch CRT’s of l/32 inch.
Figure (12) in Appendix V shows hypothetical diagramatic 
waveforms and the sources of time delays throughout the circuit. 
Details particularly pertinent to the above discussion may be 
studied in these sketches where they have been exaggerated by 
the artist. Figure (llj.) shows actual waveforms recorded with 
an oscilloscope camera.
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Appendix V
Waveforms
Figure (12) gives qualitative diagrams of the waveforms 
expected at key points in the circuit. The artist has taken 
the liberty to exaggerate certain details for the sake of 
clearer presentation. The sources of time delays are clearly 
indicated.
The figures illustrate phenomena caused by a short un­
masked region or channel, between two masked areas on the 
scanning CRT. The flying spot, as it crosses this channel, 
would be visible to the photomultiplier and the resulting 
signal from the photomultiplier plate (electrode #10) would 
be negative. All the other waveforms are positive.
Notice that the Schmitt pulse has been drawn with a slow 
rise time and rounded corners. It was done to illustrate the 
fact that, in the coincidence circuit, it places on the video 
an upper limit proportional to the instantaneous amplitude 
of the Schmitt waveforms. Thus the amplitude-time outline 
of the censored video has the same shape as the Schmitt pulse 
unless the latter is adjusted to be larger than the video 
input to the censor. In that case only the trailing bottom 
corner would be rounded.
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Figure (13) is an oscilloscope photograph showing how a 
round-cornered gating pulse influences the time-amplitude 
envelope of the censored video. In this case the gating 
pulse from the Schmitt was larger than the video it was to 
limit, so it has less effect on the rising or unblanking 
edge than on the falling edge.
Masked
region
, T im e  
2 0 /ts e c /d iv .
Gating pulse formed a t  
Schmitt by a sm all mask 
on scanning CRT.
G ated or censored video  
showing interval rem oved  
by gate . This interval 
contained a block o f 
ground c lu tter.
F IG U R E 13. E FFE C T OF A SLOW GATING PU LSE.
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Figure shows actual waveforms recorded from various
key points in the video mapper. The sweep of the scanning 
CRT flying spot was interrupted by a piece of black tape about 
l/3 inch wide. This produced a hole in the photomultiplier 
negative output signal seen in (llj.a). The amplified, shaped, 
and clipped phototube signal appears in (lljh). This triggers 
a Schmitt discriminator whose corresponding output is seen in 
(lips). Finally, the Schmitt output gates the video entering 
a coincidence circuit and the gated or censored video is shown 
in (lij.d). The sixty microsecond absence of positive gating 
pulse causes video to be squelched in the coincidence gate 
during this interval. Notice the lack of time delay between 
the gating pulse and the gated video; this applies equally 
well to either the leading and trailing edge of the rejected 
time interval.
(llpe) illustrates normal video before it enters the cen­
soring gate.
All waveforms shown, in both time scales, have the same 
zero time reference and may be used for estimating the time 
delays involved in the censoring operation.
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Amplified, clipped 
photo-signal. 
Triggers Schmitt
FIGURE 14. COMPARISON WAVEFORMS FROM KEY POINTS IN MAPPER CIRCUIT.
VERTICAL CENTERLINES MARK SAME. INSTANT IN ALL PHOTOGRAPHS.
Photomultiplier 
signal. See text, 
opposite page-
Schmitt output 
used as gating 
pulse.
Gated (censored) 
video.
Time Time
IOO¿¿sec/dív 20//sec/div
Normal video 
before entering 
gate.
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Appendix VI
To obtain publication photographs illustrating the 
effects of censoring moving clutter areas the following 
experiment was performed *
On the morning of August 26, 195i|., a well-defined line 
squall passed over the radar site at Urbana, Illinois* moving 
in an easterly direction* After it had reached a range of 
about thirty miles and was then beyond the local ground 
clutter, the censoring experiments were begun*
Video from the censoring video mapper was displayed on 
a twelve inch remote P-19 PPI* With no mask on the video 
mapper P-7 scanning CRT, all the video out to the maximum 
range scanned by the scanning tube is passed by the video 
censor* A photograph of one scan was taken of the remote 
monitoring PP1$ the video signal gain was purposely very high 
in order to paint a great deal of noise* Then a filter mask 
was painted over all or part of the storm on the scanning 
CRT* While displaying video, but with the trace brilliance 
turned rather high, the scanning tube was photographed to 
show the video and the over-painted mask* Then the scanning 
CRT was quickly switched to flying spot scan operation, leaving 
the mask in position* Another one-scan photograph was taken 
of the remote PPI to show the area of missing video* This 
area is clearly outlined by the surrounding noise which had 
been brightened for the purpose*
Unless the input signal to the remote P-19 PPI is made
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unusually large, so that noise paints heavily in all areas, 
the boundaries of the rejected video area may not be clearly 
photographed. The excessive noise shown in some of the photo­
graphs below is not a product of the video mapper. The signals 
out of the censor are as noise-free as the signals in.
If, instead of displaying censored video, we display a 
mixture of raw video with bright outline of rejected areas 
(called Video + Rejected Video Outline) it becomes unneces­
sary to exhibit an excessively large amount of noise on the 
P-19 monitor. Immediately after each photograph of censored 
video, an exposure was made to show the corresponding Video 
plus Rejected Video Outline. They should include exactly the 
same areas.
The procedure for each series of photographs described 
above is summarized as;
1. Photograph P-19 Monitor, censored video. No 
rejection mask on mapper.
2. Paint mask on video mapper P-7 scanning CRT 
while temporarily displaying video. Photograph 
this. Switch back to scanning, for 3 and if.
3. Photograph P-19 Monitor, censored video. Shows 
effect of mask on mapper.
If. Photograph P-19 Monitor, video plus rejected 
video outline. Also shows effect of mask on 
mapper. Brightly outlined area of if. should 
be same as blank area of 3«
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Unfortunately operations 1*, 2 e, 3*, cannot be 
simultaneouso Between steps a certain amount of drift of 
the moving clutter occurs«, Synchronized clocks in each 
photograph measure the time delay between steps0
Equally undesirable is the fact that the camera cannot 
have the same point of view as the photomultiplier over the 
scanning CRT and a small parallax error is introduced be­
tween step 2 0 and steps 3« and Ij.*
The reader will note that all photographs of the P-7 
scanner are somewhat fore-shortened by camera angle; this is 
not a variable non-linear sweep on the scanner« However, 
it is worth noting that PPI distortions can in no way change 
the operation of the censor; it rejects in time only* True, 
the mask is applied in space, but the shape, position, and 
size of displayed video patterns are determined by the unique 
time-character!sties of the scanning unit. Hence, if a map 
or mask is drawn on the scanning tube face from video displayed 
there, it may suffer some geometrical distortion if transmitted 
to another display, but it will not be distorted in time.
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Fig. 15« SERIES A. Censorship of a squall line. Qualitative comparison
of inputs and outputs.
A-l. Monitor PPI. Un-censored video. A-2. Video Censor PPI. Censor mask
painted over squall line echoes.
A-3. Monitor PPI. Censored video. A-Uo Monitor PPI. Video plus 
rejected video outline.
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A-l© Output of Video Censor with no censoring mask© Video gain made very
high to assure good outline of rejected area in later photograph (A-3)® 
Range, 160 miles. Ground clutter extends to 30 miles0 Weather front 
is 60 miles east, traveling ESE, with active thunderstorms visible 
over a 90 idle N-S line© Just behind front and particularly to north­
east of ground clutter is large region of scattered rain,
* ¥ ■■J' r
A-2© Trace turned up somewhat to outline the translucent orange lacquer 
mask. Camera sees persistent yellow echoes under the mask but 
sees no blue flash there© Time is 2 minutes after A-l,
A—3© Area corresponding to mask is empty of video© Time is about 5
minutes later than A-2 and storm line has begun to move out from 
under the mask©
A-lu Normal video with bright outline surrounding areas which are 'being 
rejected by video censor© Gain, is more nearly normal than in A-l© 
Small outline NNE at lUO miles is due to a scrap of black tape 
accidentally stuck on video censor PPI (scanning CRT)© Notch in 
160 mile range circle, SW quadrant, due to camera bed interference 
over scanning CRT©
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Fig. 16. SERIES D. Censorship of a squall line. Qualitative comparison 
of inputs and outputs of Video Censor.
D-3. Monitor PPI. Censored video. D-Ij.. Monitor PPI. Video plus rejected 
video outline.
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D~Xo Same storm as in A-l, about hO minutes later. Output of Video Censor 
with no censoring mask« Video gain very high,, to assure good outline 
of rejected area in later photograph (D-3)«
D-2. Similar to A-2. Video displayed on CRT of Video Censor» Translucent 
orange mask painted over portion of storm line® Time is about 2 
minutes after D-l»
D-*3„ Similar to A-3» Result of painted mask on censoring PPI is absence 
of video in corresponding areas of Monitor PPI® Time is about 2 
minutes after D-2» Storm line has moved eastward since mask was 
painted»
D-Iu Similar to A-l*» Normal video with bright outline surrounding areas 
that are being rejected by Video Censor» D-3 and D-li are samples 
of the two independent output channels of the Video Censor.
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Fig* 17* SERIES E. Qualitative Resolution of Video Censor* Input and
output in rapid sequence.
E-l* Video Censor PPI*
E-2. Monitor PPI. 
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* E-l. Mask has been painted just to east of eastward-moving weather front* 
Overlays one bulge in storm line*
k/
>
3-2« Because Video Censor does not display video when actually censoring, 
none of the photographs, Series A through 3 , could be taken simul­
taneously,, Series 3 was taken in rapid sequence to approach simul­
taneity*
Note that censorship areas compare very well in positions judged 
relative to the video patterns on both * scopes® 3-2 was carefully 
photographed to reveal censored bulge in squall line still glowing 
persistently on long persistence Monitor* Relative dimness of bulge 
is because this video is no longer being passed by censor*
Patterns do not correspond perfectly because, while there is 
no distortion in real time, there is varying interpretation of time 
by the «scopes* Also increased gain of Monitor tends to fatten 
echoes and fill gaps*
â
*
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